NEWSLETTER – 2016
August - September
We have a First!
Over the years, and after one or
two close calls, the Group three
Round Three Match on
Eyebrook is the first A.M.F.C.
match cancelled because of the
wind.

I have been subsequently told
that not only did the Manager
take the boats off the water, by
2.00pm they closed the whole
estate as a safety measure.

The organiser informed Clubs
two days before the match that
the forecast was so bad that,
after consultation with the
fishery, he had decided not to
chance everyone turning up
and the boats not being
allowed out.
I am writing this having just
received
notice
of
the
cancellation.
I use two
Forecasts.
One called XC
Weather which was suggested
to me by an amateur pilot.
One of the advantages of this
site is that it gives average
wind speeds and Gusts. This
suggests that at 1.00 pm the
wind would gust at 37 mph.
This is defined on the Beaufort
Scale as A Moderate Gale.
At the same time the Met
Office forecasts average winds
of 22 mph (As does XC
Weather)
which
Beaufort
defines as A Fresh Breeze.
Even this makes casting
difficult
I don’t mind being out in a
breeze but a gale is when every
sane boat angler rushes for
shelter.

If the group cannot find an
alternative date it will not be
the first time we have had an
incomplete season. Some of us
remember the blue/green algae
which closed Rutland and
Grafham
mid-season
and
curtailed a lot of competition
arrangements. This included at
least one round of the
A.M.F.C. (Which then was
only one group)
As I write this it seems
unlikely that I shall receive a
report of the Group One Match
on Pitsford on Sunday 4th.
September.
This newsletter will be polished
a week tomorrow and if I have
not had a report by then, this
will be the first time for two
years there has been a blank
page in the Newsletter.

And God created
wind for a reason
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Group One - Round Five
On
Pitsford on Sunday 4th. September

NO
REPORT
Only one point separates Bewl ‘A’ and Soldiers ‘A’
But
Soldiers ‘A’ have a large weight advantage

Team
Bewl Bridge F.C 'A'
Fish Hawks
Grafham Water F.A. 'A'
Rutland Water F.F.
Soldier Palmers 'A'
Tunbridge Wells TFS
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Invicta ‘A Strengthen their Position
On
A Spectacular Grafham in Round Five
What can you write about a
match when, provided you do
not fish too deep, limits came
quickly from everywhere using
any method.

If there was anything to
disappoint on the day it was the
fish, which did not have the
stunning silver appearance that
Grafham fish usually have.
However everyone had at least
one fish in excess of 2lbs in
their bag and John Wingrove
had the best at 4lbs 2 oz.

That was Grafham for the
Round Five Match on Monday
26th. September.

Catch and release reared it its
head again with three anglers
finishing before noon.
Best
bag was Russell Bell (Bewl)
with 21lbs 11oz.

Limits came from the Western
End of the North Shore,
particularly Hedge End.
Limits came from two feet of
water in Gaines Cove.

It will be the biggest change
imaginable if Invicta ‘A’ don’t
become
Group
Two
Champions.
But only 3 pts separate three
bottom three teams

Limits came from the middle
of the reservoir drifting
towards the North Shore.
Limits came to slow sinkers
using the traditional washing
line.
Limits came to nymphing,,
particularly shrimp paterns.
Limits came to dries.
And an average of 7.1

Team
Bewl Bridge F.C. 'B'
Bristol Reservoirs
England Police
Grey Lags
Invicta F.C. 'A'
Queen Mother
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After the Cancellation of Round Four
Group Three have an Interesting Day
On Grafham for Round 5
After having the Round Four
Match on Eyebrook cancelled
because of Storm Force Winds
they found Grafham also
windy for the Round Five
Match.
There
had
been
some
differences about cancelling
two days before the match. In
the event it was a wise decision
because no boats were allowed
out and it was so bad that the
while estate was closed after
midday.
For Round Five, the conditions
on the day were also windy
with gusts of 20 knots from the
SW making simple tasks like
making up a leaders and tying
on flies a bit challenging for
the best of anglers.

So often we fish matches in
two halves – the morning
fishing well and the afternoon
becoming more difficult if not
impossible, but I saw fish all
day making long drifts across
the reservoir.

The boats we well spread out
across the whole reservoir with
one cluster around Savages and
Sanctuary looking for the fish
that had been there during
practice and another group at
the
dam,
which
from
experience can produce fish in
the prevailing conditions.

During conversation after the
match it became clear that
there were probably as many
fish dropped as were caught
and fish coming short, there
were only 4 limits recorded.
Grafham was really on form
and there were some classic
grown on fish caught which
gave excellent sport.

Despite some bright periods
the fish were still up in the
water and best methods was
using boobies and fabs point
and top dropper with nymphs
such as Hares Ears or Diawl
Bachs or Hoppers in-between.

South Westerly’s are often
very poor for fishing on
Grafham and they certainly
brought a dramatic change in
the fishing from the practice
day when there had been good
catches from Rainbow point,
through the mouth of Savages
to Sanctuary bay.

Team
Grafham Water 'B'
Hanningfield F.A.
Invicta 'B'
Mid Northants
Navy/ Marines
Soldier Palmers 'B'

On the day the best bags came
from boats drifting on to the
dam from I buoy right across
towards the South end of the
dam. There were also fish to
be had drifting across the
middle from F buoy towards
Church bay and E buoy
towards G and the willows.

There was one of the earliest
finishes ever seen in an
A.M.F.C. match. Terry Bayes
of Mid-Northants only took an
hour and a half to catch his
limit. It is very rare to get a
finishing time before 12.00
noon. Very few have achieve
this by 11.34 am.

These were fished on slow to
fast intermediates depending
on anglers set up, The author
was using a co-polymer leader
and ended up using Di3 to
catch well.
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Possible, but very unlikely that
Soldier Palmers can overtake
Hanningfield. So we should
see Hanningfield return to
Group Two in 2017.
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